The 3rd annual Aspen Latino Business Summit focused on *Seizing the Next Economy* and showcased the dynamic ways Latino communities are taking charge of their destinies in a changing world. This year, distinguished speakers from the federal government, non-profit organizations, and the private sector led sessions on innovative capital solutions, capacity-building investments, digitalization, Artificial Intelligence, and other critical discussions to scale businesses and ignite regional innovation.

1. Nina Vaca (Pinnacle Group), Ambassador Gaddi Vasquez (Aspen Institute Latinos and Society), Domenika Lynch (Aspen Institute Latinos and Society), and Nely Galán (Media Executive)
2. Paul Rodriguez, Jr. (Professional Skateboarder and Entrepreneur) and Lukas Rodriguez (Real Estate Entrepreneur)
3. Henry Cisneros (Former Secretary, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development) and Don Graves (Deputy Secretary, U.S. Department of Commerce)
4. Angie Garcia Lathrop (Bank of America)
5. Abraham Tueme (Coca-Cola Southwest Beverages), Anisha Joshi (The Coca-Cola Company), Greg Gershuny (Aspen Institute Energy and Environment), and Alba Castillo Baylin (The Coca-Cola Company)
6. Nadia Marquez Pabst (Aypa Power), Sandy Fernandez, (MasterCard), Marcela Gallego (Bank of America Charitable Foundation), and Radhy Miranda (The Rockefeller Foundation)
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